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How to Sustain Agriculture: Gathering Experience with the Soil
A little known agricultural manual from the ninth century ad, written in the then fl ourishing Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad, is not untypical for two millennia of systematic gathering of agricultural knowledge and its interpretation in the light of the theory of the times. Ibn Wahsiyya's compilation "Th e Nabatean Agriculture" comments on experiments conducted with a fertilizer made from the ash of a special kind of olive and ammonia.
1 Th e yellowish salt that results from mixing the two components was to be added to the water used for plants. According to Ibn Wahsiyya, the diff erence the fertilizing liquid makes can easily be seen by comparing two plants, one treated with such water, the other one without. Th e treated one will grow faster and reach a greater height than the other. Remarkably, this ninth-century tract refers to what can only be called a straightforward parallel experiment. Such methodical rigor is not unusual in agricultural manuals. Th e noted eff ects of interventions were explained in theoretical terms radically diff erent from those applied today, but we should bear in mind that the empirical evidence was gathered systematically. Much has been written about the history of agricultural implements, plant cultivation, animal husbandry and the organization of cultivation, its development from a two-to a three-fi eld system, and then on to systems of crop rotation. Much less has been written about the central problem incurred when colonizing the earth, the problem Ibn Wahsiyya is talking about: to render and keep the earth fertile. Soils have been curiously neglected in the history of agriculture and in environmental history alike. Edward John Russell's Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, the great classic of its genre, was fi rst published in 1912 and has since gone through a dozen editions. It starts with a remarkably learned historical overview.
2 Of its thirty pages, eighteen are used to describe historical development prior to 1860. But the historical overview commences with "Th e Search for the Principle of Vegetation, 1630-1750" as the fi rst full chapter, whereas all earlier history is summarized in one printed page. Russell writes the history of fertility theories from a viewpoint of perceived elucidation peering into darker ages and seeks the roots of contemporary understanding. His chapter is nevertheless still among the best existing overviews.
Recent contributions by Christian Feller and his co-workers, who probed more deeply into the history of fertility concepts of the nineteenth century are conceptually diff erent. Th ey were looking for quantitative fertility indicators to evaluate the sustainability of cropping and farming systems. Albrecht Daniel Th aer's famous volumes on the principles of rational agriculture were the basis of this investigation.
3
Another laudable historical study focused on Charles Darwin's work on the role of earthworms in the formation of vegetable mould.
4 But Feller and his colleagues work on the nineteenth century. Th is paper takes a longer look. As part of a larger project on the environmental history of soils, this study traces knowledge about ways to make the earth fruitful from the early medieval period to the eighteenth century.
